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Gm 3800 Series Ii Engine
A 3800 Series II L67 Supercharged V6 engine in a 1998 Buick Regal GS. The L67 is the
supercharged version of the 3800 Series II L36 and appeared in 1996, one year after the normally
aspirated version.
Buick V6 engine - Wikipedia
Find great deals on eBay for gm 3800 series ii engine. Shop with confidence.
gm 3800 series ii engine | eBay
The GM 3800 Series II engine, introduced in 1995, is quite a different engine from its predecessor,
the Series I engine. While the stroke for the 3.8L engine remained at 3.4” (86 mm), and the bore
remained at 3.8” (97 mm), the engine architecture changed dramatically.
GM 3800 Series II Engine: Servicing, Repairs
GM 3800 Series I, II and III Engines. 1,949 likes · 5 talking about this. Dedicated to the greatest V6
ever produced.
GM 3800 Series I, II and III Engines | Facebook
The Series I Supercharged engine went through many internal changes and the horsepower
changed rapidly between the time it was introduced and the time that the Series II L67 was
introduced. The M62 supercharger was manufactured by Eaton, exclusively for the GM 3800 engine.
HP was rated at 205 for 1991-1993 engines (models vary), and 225 for 1994-1995 engines. The
additional horsepower and ...
GM 3800 engine - The Full Wiki
3800 v6 38 gm series ii intake manifold coolant leak causing hydro most of the problem es from the
intake but if you have a supercharged version of this engine i would go the performance route due
to boost factors.
Gm 3800 Series Ii Engine Problems • Downloaddescargar.com
Replied by Raistian77 on topic GM 3800 Series II Oil in Engine Can you post a pic of the oil? Some
oil in a 3800 Series II engine intake is normal, due to the crankcase ventilation system some oil will
get pulled into the intake naturally, but it should not be much.
GM 3800 Series II Oil in Engine - EricTheCarGuy ...
Rated at 240hp and 280ft-lbs, this stout powerplant came in the Grand Prix GTP's, Bonneville SSEi's,
and several Buicks. Later it was also added to the Monte Carlo and Impala.
L67 3800 Series II Supercharged Engine - Milzy Motorsports
Description. Our 3800 Standalone Harness for Gm Series II engines include the following and can be
customized to just about anything you need it to be:
3800 Standalone Harness – Swap Specialties
The vehicles covered by the GM engine recall were outfitted with the 3800 Series II design,
manufactured between 1995 and 2004. They were identified in two phases.
Details of GM's 3800 Model Engine Recall | Edmunds
A 3800 up to 1998 should work I think. 99+ they changed the throttle body to drive by wire and a
few other things. The 98 even with the body style change still had cable driven angled throttle
body.
Where to find a used/replacement 3800 Series II GM engine ...
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